Lipid domain formation and ligand–receptor distribution in lipid bilayer membranes investigated by atomic force microscopy
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Abstract A novel experimental technique, based on atomic force microscopy (AFM), is proposed to visualize the lateral organization of membrane systems in the nanometer range. The technique involves the use of a ligand–receptor pair, biotin–avidin, which introduces a height variation on a solid-supported lipid bilayer membrane. This leads to a height amplification of the lateral membrane organization that is large enough to be clearly imaged by scanning AFM. The power of the technique is demonstrated for a binary dipalmitoylphosphocholine–diacetyldiylphosphocholine lipid mixture which is shown to exhibit a distinct lateral lipid domain formation. The new and simple ligand–receptor-based AFM approach opens up new ways to investigate lipid membrane microstructure in the nanometer range as well as the lateral distribution of ligand–lipid and receptor–protein complexes in supported membrane systems. © 2002 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The lipid bilayer part of biomembranes is a highly complex two-dimensional structure composed of a variety of different lipids [1,2]. It has become evident in recent years that the lateral organization of the lipid bilayer is far from random or homogeneous, but rather structured in terms of lipid domains [3]. The range of length scales over which these domains persist varies from nanometers up to the size of the whole cell [4–6]. Results from both experimental and theoretical membrane studies have clearly demonstrated that the formation of lipid domains and small-scale lipid structures, in certain contexts called rafts, play an important role as regulation of lipid domains and small-scale lipid structures, the biotin–DC16PE lipids [3,4,7,8]. Large-scale lipid structures can be stabilized by static thermodynamic phase separation, by coupling via integral membrane proteins to the cytoskeleton, or by locally curved membrane regions [9–11]. Small-scale lipid domain formation is likely to be controlled by the nature of the lipid–lipid interactions [12]. It has been shown that lipid membrane heterogeneity and the formation of micro-domains are of importance for the activity of membrane-associated enzymes and proteins. Specific examples of the close interplay between lipid membrane microstructure and function include the binding and activation of peripheral enzymes and proteins such as phospholipase A2, cytochrome c, and kinase C [13–15].

In recent years, substantial progress has been made in visualizing lipid domains in model membrane systems, in particular large unilamellar liposomes, using various fluorescence microscopy techniques [16–20]. Since the spatial resolution of these techniques is limited by the wavelength of light, the length scale of the detected domain patterns is in the range of micrometers. Modern scanning atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques lend themselves to extend the spatial scale down towards the nanometer range, provided that the membranes can be fixed on solid supports and provided that the lateral structure is reflected in height variations that can be detected by the tip of the AFM [21]. In this context it should be noted that lipid membranes are soft and may yield to the force exerted by the tip leading to a distorted image. The need therefore arises for a simple, robust, and versatile technique that can be used to directly image by AFM the lateral structure of lipid membranes by a suitable ‘amplification’ method.

In the present paper, a simple type of ligand–receptor-based binding assay designed to directly visualize lipid domain formation in solid-supported lipid bilayer membranes using AFM is proposed. The method includes headgroup-labeled ligand lipid analogs (biotin-DC16PE), which are chosen such that they display a high affinity for putative lipid domains that are expected to be formed in a two-component lipid bilayer membrane composed of DC16PC and DC20PC lipids. The main idea is that if lipid domains are formed resulting in a heterogeneous lateral membrane structure composed of coexisting small-scale lipid structures, the biotin-DC16PE lipids will demix and segregate into those DC16PC-rich lipid structures where they have the highest affinity as schematically shown in Fig. 1. Addition of avidin proteins, which bind tightly to the headgroup-labeled biotin lipids [22] will then lead to a preferential binding of avidin proteins to those lipid membrane regions with the highest local density of biotin-DC16PE lipids, e.g. possible phase-separated lipid structures enriched in DC16PC lipids. A related approach using fluorescent lipid analog probes that segregate and accumulate in coexisting gel and fluid phases has previously been used to provide indirect evidence of small-scale lipid structures in various phospholipid vesicular systems [23,24]. By means of in...
resulting in the heterogeneous lipid membrane structure [3,4,7].

The solid-supported lipid bilayers were prepared using Langmuir–Blodgett techniques. The phospholipids DC16PC (1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and DC20PC (1,2-dieicosanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids. Biotin-DC16PE (biotin-X-1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) and avidin (avidin-BODIPY-Fl) were from Molecular Probes. Phospholipid monolayers containing a low amount of biotin-DC16PE lipids (0.7 mol%) were formed on a pure milliQ-H2O subphase using a Langmuir trough (Kibron, Helsinki, Finland) without exposure to air. The contact-mode AFM microscope (PicoSPM, Molecular Imaging, Phoenix, AZ, USA) without exposure to air. The contact-mode AFM images were recorded both before and after addition of avidin. Avidin was added to the aqueous milliQ-H2O phase to give a total concentration of approximately 100 nM. The lipid concentration of the solid-supported lipid bilayer system was approximately 2 μM.

3. Results and discussion

The compression isotherm for the equimolar DC16PC–DC20PC mixture shown in Fig. 2 reflects the macroscopic phase behavior of the lipid monolayer at a lateral pressure around 15 mN/m, a transition of the monolayer from the liquid-expanded to the liquid-condensed structure takes place. The two monolayer depositions were performed at a lateral pressure of 40 mN/m, where the lipid acyl chains adopt a highly ordered conformation and comprise a monolayer phase structure that resembles the low-temperature conformationally ordered gel phase of lipid bilayer vesicles. Phase diagrams for similar vesicular systems suggest that lipid mixtures composed of phospholipids differing by four methylene units either display or are very close to displaying gel–gel phase coexistence in the low-temperature ordered phase [25,26].

The AFM pictures in Fig. 3 visualize a mica-supported equimolar DC16PC–DC20PC lipid bilayer mixture using the ligand–receptor-based amplification approach. The left-hand
Fig. 3. A: Ligand–receptor-based amplification of lipid domains in an equimolar DC_{16}PC–DC_{20}PC mixture. The left-hand image shows a DC_{16}PC–DC_{20}PC lipid bilayer containing 0.7 mol% biotin–DC_{16}PE lipids before the addition of avidin proteins. The right-hand image shows the same lipid bilayer membrane after avidin proteins were added. It is observed that the avidin proteins bind to the lipid membrane surface in a distinct pattern due to partitioning of biotin–DC_{16}PE lipids into DC_{16}PC-enriched small-scale lipid structures. The size of the images is 6×6 μm^2. B: Control experiment. The left-hand AFM image shows a DC_{16}PC–DC_{20}PC lipid mixture having the same composition as the one in A except that no biotin–DC_{16}PE lipid ligands were incorporated. The right-hand image shows the 1:1 DC_{16}PC–DC_{20}PC lipid mixture after avidin proteins were added. In contrast to the results shown in A, the addition of avidin proteins does not bring about drastic changes in the surface topography of the DC_{16}PC–DC_{20}PC lipid mixture. The size of the images is 6×6 μm^2. It should be noted that the height scale in A is larger than the scale used in B.
image in Fig. 3A shows a DC16PC–DC20PC lipid bilayer containing 0.7 mol% biotin–DC16PE lipids before addition of avidin proteins. Strikingly, the AFM picture reveals a more or less flat membrane surface where the small height differences between putative lipid domains composed mainly of DC16PC or DC20PC lipids are poorly resolved. It should be remarked that the incorporation of 0.7 mol% biotin–DC16PE into DC16PC membranes has an insignificant effect on the phase structure as determined from differential scanning calorimetry data of the main transition (data not shown). The appearance of an almost flat lateral structure of the lipid mixture is further corroborated by the horizontal height profile of the lipid membrane surface shown at the bottom of Fig. 3A. In contrast, on the right-hand AFM height image in Fig. 3A, which shows the same lipid membrane mixture after addition of avidin proteins, a profound heterogeneous lateral membrane structure shows up. Assuming that the biotin–DC16PE lipids partition and accumulate in lipid membrane regions that are enriched in DC16PC lipids, the patterns seen on this AFM image suggest the presence of an underlying heterogeneous lipid membrane structure that is drastically amplified in the AFM scan after addition of the biotin-binding avidin proteins. The measured height differences of around 60–70 Å, shown by the height profile at the bottom of the AFM image in Fig. 3A, reflect that the large 66 kDa avidin proteins are tightly bound to those lipid domains that have segregated into DC16PC-rich lipid domains. In this manner, the height differences can be discerned by AFM. The observed height differences might appear a little high in comparison to earlier AFM studies [27,28] which yielded height differences of 38 Å and 46.5 Å for the structurally similar streptavidin protein. However, in contrast to streptavidin, avidin is positively charged at neutral pH and this charge may result in an additional electrostatic height contribution if some avidin proteins are adsorbed to the negatively charged AFM tip [29]. The detected height differences might also be related to the fact that the streptavidin proteins in the work by Reviaikine et al. [27] are in a more compact 2-D crystal-like structure. In addition, the larger size of avidin as well as the fact that Scheuring et al. [28] use a fluid-phase DOPC might also play a role. As a control, the left-hand image in Fig. 3B shows a lipid bilayer having the same composition as the one in Fig. 3A, except that no biotin lipids were incorporated. It should be noted that the height scale in Fig. 3A is larger than the scale used in Fig. 3B. In contrast to the results shown in Fig. 3A, the presence of avidin, as shown on the right-hand image in Fig. 3B, does not bring about drastic changes in the topography of the lipid membrane surface since no ligand biotin lipids required for binding of avidin proteins are present on the lipid membrane surface. This observation strongly suggests that the AFM picture in Fig. 3A is indeed related to the lateral organization of the lipid mixture and that the avidin proteins bind to biotin–DC16PE lipids which are accumulated in the phase-separated lipid domains enriched in DC16PC lipids. Interestingly, lipid domain patterns of similar sizes have been observed by confocal fluorescence microscopy of giant unilamellar vesicles in phosphocholine lipid mixtures [16].

The AFM images in Fig. 4 show a 3:1 DC16PC–DC20PC lipid bilayer membrane, with 0.7 mol% biotin–DC16PE incorporated, before and after addition of avidin. After deposition of the two lipid monolayers on the solid mica support, some minor holes in the lipid bilayer membranes were observed on the AFM images (cf. Figs. 3 and 4) [30]. The depth of the holes shown as black regions on the images in Fig. 4 is around 75 Å, corresponding to a mica-supported DC16PC lipid bilayer in the ordered state [30]. From the right-hand AFM picture in Fig. 4 it is observed that addition of avidin proteins induces a height difference in those membrane regions that surround the preexisting holes. This observation suggests that the avidin proteins in the 3:1 DC16PC–DC20PC mixture bind to biotin–DC16PE lipids that predominantly are located in the vicinity of the holes. It is conceivable that these highly curved and disordered boundary regions [31] favor a preferential distribution and accumulation of the bulky headgroup-labeled biotin–DC16PE lipids and the DC16PC lipids, whereas the acyl chain matching is expected to play a minor role.
Consequently, the biotin-binding avidin proteins become located in the same partly disordered and curved membrane regions as suggested by the AFM image in Fig. 4.

We have in this work proposed a novel, simple, and powerful ligand–receptor-based AFM method to investigate small-scale structures in lipid bilayer membranes. We have presented in situ AFM results which demonstrate that this approach can be used to detect different macroscopic lipid phases and small-scale lipid structures in lipid bilayer membranes. The surface scanning AFM approach provides evidence of a preferential binding of proteins to lipid domains that are likely to persist on various length scales in the heterogeneous lipid membrane. We have used the novel method to obtain direct experimental evidence for lipid domain formation in a simple and well-defined DC32PC–DC58PC lipid membrane mixture in the gel–gel phase coexistence region. The obtained results suggest that it is possible and straightforward to refine and extend this type of simple design, e.g. by using lipid ligands that are specifically designed to have high affinity for certain types of lipid domains and lipid membrane micro-environments. It can be argued that height amplification of lipid domains is unnecessary since height differences corresponding to a four carbon atom disparity in chain length have been previously visualized by AFM [32]. That study, like the present study, was performed using mica as the solid support. Mica gives high resolution AFM images because it is solid and therefore does not yield to the force of the AFM tip and because it is atomically flat over large length scales. There are, however, indications that the mica support may influence bilayer behavior [33,34] and it is therefore reasonable to believe that other supported membrane systems will find use in future studies. Polymer-cushioned membranes [35] and supported double membranes [33] are likely candidates for such unperturbed model membrane systems. The improved resemblance to free-standing membrane behavior that these systems are likely to display may be at the cost of lateral as well as vertical resolution in the AFM images and height amplification of domains might therefore become essential in these systems. Furthermore, it can become necessary to amplify height differences in mica-supported membranes if the desired scan area is large since the resolution in the z-direction decreases when the scan area is increased because of the intrinsic non-linearity of piezo-scanners. Also, if an additional non-linear contribution exists from using a support which is not completely flat or is very soft, it becomes more complicated to perform an appropriate background correction and a proper height amplification method may consequently become necessary.

The size and time scales of lipid domain formation in lipid bilayer membranes is expected to be strongly influenced by the composition of the system. In principle, lipid domains can be from a few nanometers to macroscopic sizes and characterized by a lifetime that can vary from milliseconds to hours [4,36,37]. The AFM height imaging approach reported in the present paper can readily be extended to study lipid domain formation and small-scale lipid structures in more complex lipid mixtures where compositional fluctuations may prevail [38] and lead to the formation of equilibrium and non-equilibrium small-scale lipid structures of different geometries, sizes, and lifetimes [4]. In particular, the non-equilibrium formation of coexisting lipid domains characterized by a relaxation time on the order of hours can easily be monitored [37]. The novel and simple ligand–receptor-based AFM approach opens up new ways to investigate the formation and presence of lipid domains and rafts in complex lipid membrane mixtures [3,7,39,40] by using specific lipid ligands, e.g. biotin-labeled cholesterol or sphingomyelin derivatives which can be designed to accumulate in certain small-scale membrane structures.
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